
Term Round Up

ACADEMIC YEAR 21/22

Welcome to the last instalment of the Pears Family School

Term Round Up newsletter for the Academic Year 2021/22.

Here we will share what our students have been learning and

creating during the last term, a recap of the topics you’ve

been exploring during parent learning, plus an opportunity to

catch up on any weeks you may have missed. We also plan to

share with you any other important or useful information

regarding the school, The Anna Freud Centre or wider

interests encompassing education, children and parenting. We

hope you find this useful!

We would be really interested to know what kind of

information or news you would like to receive. Please email us

if there is anything particular you’re keen for us to include in

future newsletters.

mailto:newsletter@thefamilyschoollondon.org


TERM THEME – RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

NEWS FROM THE CURRICULUM

PHASE 1
In Maths, Phase 1 started the summer term by learning how to tell the

time. We then moved onto fractions. We now know how to identify a half,

quarter and third, as well as find fractions of numbers. We are now

applying this knowledge to understand position and direction, and have

been learning how to make quarter, half and three quarter turns

clockwise and anti-clockwise. 

In English, we have been reading a modern take on the fairy tale

Rapunzel. Whilst reading it, we discussed the characters and made

comparisons between them, as well as other versions of Rapunzel. We are

looking forward to writing the next part of the story!

PHASE 2
This term phase 2 has been learning all about rights and responsibilities

through their text in English, Little Island by Smriti Prasadam-Halls. A tale

of an island of animals who at first live harmoniously, but soon divides

begin to form when the geese decide to strike out on their own. We have

explored the animals' responses to dividing the island through letters. We

have experimented with language to show the reader the

repercussions of not appreciating how much each animal has to offer to

the island. Most importantly, the students have been amazing at

reflecting on, predicting and inferring what might happen next, the

difficulties that may arise and how they could be solved for the animals.

They have written declarations of happiness, debated their opinions and

persuaded others of the best ways to solve the conflict. I am so proud of

the enthusiasm, deep thinking and persistence all the students have

shown. They are not only great writers but great citizens. 

In maths we have been studying time and shape. It has been a pleasure to

see students work collaboratively to support their peers on different

aspects of telling the time they find difficult. Time is always a tricky topic

and students have worked hard to progress and persevere through the



parts they find tricky. We have created clocks, converted from analogue to

digital time, practiced hard to tell the time to the nearest minute and now

we are all using these skills throughout our day, not just in maths. I am

most proud of phase 2's bravery when reflecting on their own progress in

learning. They are able to identify what they are proud of but also that

they always work hard to improve. This will make them excellent life

long learners. 



PHASE 3
This term has been brilliant and we have seen Phase 3 excel in many

areas. In English we have been reading ‘Tales from the Caribbean’.

Children have created posters of the Caribbean, predicted the ending of

some tales, written their own versions of stories and have described

character, settings and atmosphere –their work has been amazing. In

maths Phase 3 has been learning to tell the time, measured and identified

angles of a triangle, worked on reflections and coordinates and much

more. Phase 3 were also fortunate enough to go to the Hackney School of



Food and made a scrumptious pizza, with a variety of toppings, and tasty

side salad. It has been an amazing year for Phase 3! All children have

worked their hardest throughout the year, which has been ever so

pleasing. From taking part in the SATs, visiting new secondary schools to

three members of the Phase transitioning fully into mainstream it has

been an amazing year!

PHASE 4

This term in English, we have been studying the out-of-this-world novel

‘Cosmic’ by Frank Cottrell-Boyce. Phase 4 have shown a real engagement

with this fun and exciting book and are always keen to read aloud to the

rest of the class. During the course of the book the students explored a

number of dilemmas, whereby they were able to demonstrate empathetic

responses. The students conducted cross-curricula research producing

and designing informative posters on the Gobi Desert using evocative

images. Phase 4 have also skilfully taken on the role of the book’s

characters and have written some powerful persuasive pieces.

In Maths this term, we have been studying a range of topics including:

multiplication and division, area, fractions, algebra, equality and

equivalence, place value and ordering. At the beginning of each lesson,



Phase 4 have engaged enthusiastically with their 5-minute times table

challenge, showing an exemplary attitude which has led to great

improvement. It has been particularly nice to see the students develop

confidence in articulating their mathematical reasoning this term.

PHASE 5
This term in Maths Phase 5 have looked in depth at Angles in shapes and

most recently the data handling cycle. In the first half of summer term the

students were fully engaged but did struggle to grasp the concept of

angles and how to find them using certain information. But with some

hard work and perseverance the students were able to get their heads

around the topic and successfully complete this topic. This last half term

the students in Phase 5 have been working with data and how to show

data through different graphs. All students have demonstrated their

knowledge on this and as we have moved on to calculate averages all

students have shown that they can apply their knowledge to answer GCSE

style questions around this successfully.

In English this summer term we have looked at two very different books.

In the first half of the summer term the students read George Orwell’s

classic ‘Animal Farm’. The students engaged so well and were able to

complete pieces of work that were extremely descriptive and creative. In

the second half of summer term the class have looked at the topic of

Suffragettes. They have been able to read this book in a completely

different way and it has been fantastic to see all of Phase 5 engage. They

are due to complete their assessment pieces which will be around a topic

of inequality that they feel strongly about and then construct a persuasive

and passionate piece of writing on this. I’m sure they will all deliver!



PSHE

Farm Trip

Phase 4/5 have taken part in a farm trip this term which has been a great

success. Over 9 weeks’ students have been able to learn about animals

and the nature surrounding us. Students have taken part in a variety of

activities each week ranging from mucking out stables, clearing out

vegetable patches as well as even creating herbal remedies from plants on

the farm. A range of skills have been learned and the students have

enjoyed the farm visits. We look forward to working with Spitafield City

Farm more closely over the next few years so students of all ages can

access the farm at different points in the year.

Loudmouth

Just recently we had another visit from the company Loudmouth. The

company has visited us before last term and the visit was again a huge

success with students and staff. This term they performed two sessions

that focussed around sex education of young people. It was age relevant

and the students left informed on the subject. We will be using the

company again next year to help educate the students over important

issues such as Anti-Bullying, Sex Education and Child Exploitation.



Floating Classroom, Hackney School of Food and Culpepper Gardens

Phase 1 and 2 have been active on their trips this term with multiple

opportunities to take their learning outdoors. Firstly, the two phases spent

a morning on The Floating Classroom, a barge which allows students to

learn about the canals and the ecosystems they support. On top of that,

we were joined on the barge by Tim and his Zoo in the Suitcase which had

creatures such as giant snails and tarantulas for students and parents to

see and hold. The next trip was to Hackney School of Food, which gave

students and parents an opportunity to do some cooking in the kitchen

and spend time in the gardens where they grow the produce used to

make the food. We followed the instructions of Thomas and made a

delicious chicken paella. Lastly, each phase were able to spend valuable

time in nature separately with Phase 1 spending a morning in The Garden

Classroom and learning about the anatomy of plants, the value which they

bring to people and learning to recognise which plants are edible, while

Phase 2 went for a nature walk through Culpepper Gardens where they

went for a stroll with their scientist hats on.

Pride Celebration

On Wednesday 15th June we celebrated Pride Month as a school. Each

phase worked together to think about family diversity, equality and the

history of Pride. We also learnt about those from the LBGTQ community

who have made important contributions to the world we live in. As a

school, we created a fantastic display, celebrating our pride heroes and

highlighting the importance of diversity and respect. 



MUSIC

On Tuesday 5th July the Anna Freud Centre held an event which

celebrated its 70th year. The Family School had the honour of opening the

event with a special choir performance. The family School choir embodies

our core values through singing together. It is made up of Parents,

Students, Teaching staff as well as mental health professionals from the

Anna Freud Centre all coming together to create one body, one voice and

one family reflecting on the systemic family practice that happens daily at

the School, keeping the child and their mental health at the centre. Our

music Lead Aaron had been running weekly worships with parents, staff

and visitors in preparation for the event. The choir sang an arrangement

of All You Need Is Love by the Beatles, sending the message that our

toughest challenges can be faced head on and made easier with a little bit

of love.

The event was a huge success with students receiving an eruption of

applause and cheers from across the whole centre.

Those who took part were able to enjoy face painting, lots of cake and

ice-creams which went down a treat!

FAMILY LEARNING
Family Learning this term has been centred around the concepts of Rights

and Responsibilities. Phase 1 and 2 have joined forces this term to allow

more of a multi-family group experience which has been beneficial for our

students and families in these phases as they practised being part of a

much larger group. Students have completed activities that helped them

learn about the rights they have at school and the corresponding

responsibilities. They've also used tools such as lego therapy to help

practise being responsible for a particular role as part of a team. Phase 3

have been focusing on linking the Executive Functions to our Family

Learning topic, and have been learning about children's rights and the

United Nations Convention on the rights of the child. This involved them

investigating the responsibilities they have compared to their parents, and



identifying things that are needs vs wants. Phase 4's executive function

skills have been tested with a variety of challenging activities to test their

organisation and self-monitoring skills, such as skewering peas and corn

with their non-dominant hand to sort them. They also hosted a class

debate about how our responsibilities are linked to our rights. Phase 5

have participated in team activities to practise taking responsibility for

different roles in a group activity. This helped them work on their

organisation and planning skills. They've also investigated circumstances

in which groups of people have had to fight for their rights, such as people

with disabilities. It's been wonderful seeing staff and family members

across the school working together with students to help make Family

Learning a spectacular experience for all involved.

SWIMMING
Firstly, I would like to start by saying that the students are making fantastic

progress in swimming this term. Staff are amazed at the progress they see

from week to week. All students have achieved their personalised tasks

and examples of skills that have been demonstrated include;

● Blowing bubbles to submerging fully under water

● Jumping safely into the water

● Width swimming

● Continuous swimming of lengths

● Various strokes perfected

● Retrieving objects from the bottom of the pool

● Diving safely off of poolside

● Diving off the boards

Staff are very excited to see the progress of the students next academic

school year. We know they will all be successful and continued to improve

from week to week. 

BEHAVIOUR
Staff are extremely proud of our young learners' progress over this term.

Sensory rooms are being used really effectively by the students in relation

to de-escalation and self-regulation. Pro social behaviour is being

demonstrated around the building with many students seeking out

opportunities to help each other both in class and around the school site.

It is amazing to see how the students have developed this term and we

are excited to see what the future holds for them.



PE
We would like to say a huge thank you to everyone who took part in the

Family School Sports Day. Sports Day is one day of the school year when

we come together as a community. Every year, new stars emerge and

remind us of what hard work and dedication can achieve. Athletes,

supporters and staff all play their part in what is one of the highlights of

the school calendar.

Our young learners took part in the following sports;

● Hockey 

● Relay 

● Bowling 

● Bean bag throw

● Solo 100 m 

● Obstacle race 

● Basketball skills 

● Adults Race

The event was a great success with all participants demonstrating

outstanding skills in each activity. It was a fantastic day, with all pupils

performing brilliantly. They displayed determination, perseverance and a

great amount of effort.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
PFS Term Dates Academic Year 22/23

Term Dates

Autumn 1 1st September – 21st October

Half Term 24th October – 28th October

Autumn 2 31st October – 21st December

Christmas Holiday 22nd December – 5th January

Spring 1 6th January – 10th February

Half Term 13th February – 17th February

Spring 2 20th February – 31st March

Easter 3rd April – 14th April



Summer 1 17th April – 26th May

Half Term 29th May – 2nd June

Summer 2 5th June – 21st July

Inset Days

● 1st/2nd September

● 24th/25th November

● 6th January

● 2nd May

● 30th June

Bank Holidays

● 1st May

PFS PARENT LEARNING ROUNDUP
Parent learning this term has continued in person and again it has been

truly wonderful to have so many of you join us each week!

Now that we are back to face to face parent learning each week, we really

look forward to seeing more of you joining us every week to share

pastries, coffee and more importantly support for each other and

expertise from your own experiences.

Congratulations

Firstly huge congratulations to all of you that have completed the OCN

Level 2 Course. Books have now been marked and we have been so

impressed with the high standard and really inspirational reflections. We

should be able to have a graduation ceremony early next term. OCN will

be continuing next term so there is plenty of time to either start and

complete the course or complete it if you are part-way through. Please do

ask for help at any time if you would like some.

Learning Together

This term we have spent some time thinking about the challenges of

sensory processing for our children and ourselves.

• Sensory processing describes the way the body receives and

interprets incoming stimuli through our senses.

• Our sensory systems play an important role in our ability to

engage in the world around us.

• Each sensory system has its own unique role and together they

inform our brain how to react and interact with our environment.



We’ve shared ideas on how to help our children identify their

emotions and self-regulate, we’ve been talking about giving them

tools for life as well as promoting a positive environment for

learning.

Making your views heard.

This term the parent voice has certainly been heard as visitors came from

the DFE Policy Unit, Vantage Teaching Schools Hub North Humberside, Jo

Malone Charitable Team, Cheshire East Council and others keen to learn

from you. Thank you so much for raising the urgent need for change and

being so impressive that the DFE would like to continue to seek

consultation from you.

Wishing you all a peaceful and restful summer and look forward to

catching up in September

Parent learning sessions will continue next term on Wednesdays after

‘Drop Everything and Read’ from 10.15am -12.00pm. We very much look

forward to seeing you all there!

Laura, Brenda and Neil

THANK YOU FROM OUR HEADTEACHER

Extreme weather has for years caused the closures of schools, "fun in the

snow". However this year is a first, never in my life time have I known

schools needing to close due to the heat! Yet as I write this to you I am

listening to news of runways melting at Luton airport and my station is

closed with no trains running on the East Coast Mainline!! There is no

question about it, our world is changing, and as it changes we face new

challenges and with those challenges will come new opportunities. It has

always been the role of education to equip the future generations with

the skills needed to face such challenges head on and to make the most of



the opportunities that arise. Over this academic year I have seen each and

everyone of our pupils develop such skills in abundance (sustained

attention, the ability to problem solve, being resilient and not giving up,

learning from mistakes and trying again). As our world changes I am

forever reassured by the skills and talents that our children possess. We

are in good hands moving forwards.

As always, may I also take this opportunity to wish you all a relaxing break

and wish any of you leaving us all the best as you go in search of new

opportunities.

Take care and stay safe. Matt Hillman


